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Growers of all kinds have always had to contend with ever changing weather conditions.  Planning for the next 

crops depends upon seasonal idiosyncrasies.  No two years are ever the same.  Now we have to contend with not 

just fluctuating years but a quick changing climate.  At the same time some of the challenges are exciting offering 

some new possibilities.  Warmer winters bode well for cool weather plant growing.  The extended warm/hot sea-

son bodes well for summertime favorites.  Longer tomato season. 

At the same time some of the changes create greater problems like hotter for longer periods of time takes it toll.  

Plants become very stressed under such conditions thus more susceptible to disease and insect pests.  Not all will 

survive and an objective is to grow plants ever more resistant to the hotter conditions.  Also techniques to 

strengthen plants under stress, such as spraying with liquid kelp.  Some people use compost tea.   

Watering becomes ever more critical as the temperature rises and stays high for longer periods of time. 

Fall, winter and spring growing is so much easier.  Watering is way down.  Weeds are much less of a problem.  

Here in early November I’m picking lettuce, daikon radishes, Chinese cabbage, mizuna, arugula, bok choy, car-

rots, chard and leeks.  Also growing are many broccoli plants and some kale.  I also have two eggplants that are 

still looking good and are still producing meaning they survived the summer and likewise two pepper plants.  I 

have been harvesting amaranth seeds for the first time and still have some ashwagandha plants ready to be har-

vested any time.  Ashwagandha is an adaptogen similar to ginseng, out of India where it is heavily used, and 

grows very well here.   

I grew mizuna for the first time this past spring; actually planted toward the end of February, beginning of March.  

Very easy to grow, gets sizable, can be used raw as a green or cooked with other things or alone.  Good flavor 

either way.  Seriously will survive cold.  The plant produces ever increasing stems from ground level that grow 

into very frilly leaves.  Very productive, quick growing.   

Most of the plants grown for both cool seasons; fall/winter, winter/spring, are the same but the growing strategy is 

different.  The reason is one is during diminishing days of light and temperatures while the other is just the oppo-

site.  In the first case the plants grow ever slower and will stand for a long time making it mostly unnecessary to 

plant successive plantings while during early spring the plants do just the opposite.  For fall/winter crops an added 

advantage is that some cruciferous plants’ (cabbage and related species) flavor is improved by freezes.  Fall/winter 

fermented sauerkraut is supposed to have a longer shelf life than winter/spring but I’m still eating sauerkraut that 

I made last spring.   

Planting directly into the ground at this late date would be garlic and fava beans.  During December and January  

and on into March seeds must be started indoors in either a greenhouse, a very sunny, southern window or an 

indoor grow environment.  First to plant are the very slow to germinate and grow onion and leek seeds.  Or, later 

in the season onion and leek plants may be ordered by a number of catalog companies.   

Three or four years ago I began experimenting with sweet potatoes, which do very well throughout the hot season 



and very productive.  Sweet potatoes, and plants are illegal to ship into California from anywhere else.  This is 

very restrictive for trying different varieties and I have had to use what is available at whatever stores.  Fortu-

nately the variety I use works very well.  Since plants are started from tubers, separated and then planted, or 

sold as slips, it is impossible to send off for the plants. 

Sweet potatoes need a long growing season so starting early is necessary.  Weeding early is very important but 

the more the plants are established the less weeds affect them and the spreading vines more and more suffocate 

weeds.  The big trick is starting the slips, getting them to produce roots, then successfully planting into pots.   

Who knows how many people may end up growing sweet potatoes?  During my many years of growing and 

writing about growing few people ever actually grew much of anything.  A lot of good intentions and desires to 

grow but little follow through.  The biggest obstacles are time constraints and commitment.  It is impossible to 

call nature and tell her you can’t make it into work today.  Miss necessary watering and, on a hot day plants die 

and then all the energy put into them is lost.  A few losses are discouraging and many give up early and easily.  

The other problem is lack of success.  A lot of experience is necessary for ongoing success with a determina-

tion to succeed.  But success builds success and eventually the positive results add up.   

So, if anyone would like to know the secrets of starting and transplanting sweet potato plants, let me know and I 

will go into detail next writing. 
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